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ABSTRACT
This paper presents data and analysis of SN 2010kd, a low-redshift (z = 0.101) H-deficient superluminous
supernova (SLSN), based on ultraviolet/optical photometry and optical spectroscopy spanning between−28 and
+194 days relative to B-band maximum light. The B-band light-curve comparison of SN 2010kd with a subset
of well-studied SLSNe I at comparable redshifts indicates that it is a slow-decaying PTF12dam-like SLSN.
Analytical light-curve modeling using the Minim code suggests that the bolometric light-curve of SN 2010kd
favors circumstellar matter interaction for the powering mechanism. SYNAPPS modeling of the early-phase
spectra does not identify broad H or He lines, whereas the photospheric-phase spectra are dominated by O I,
O II, C II, C IV and Si II, in particular the presence of both low- and high-velocity components of O II and
Si II lines. The nebular-phase spectra of SN 2010kd are dominated by O I and Ca II emission lines similar to
those seen in other SLSNe I. The line velocities in SN 2010kd exhibit flatter evolution curves similar to SN
2015bn but with comparatively higher values. SN 2010kd shows a higher single-zone local thermodynamic
equilibrium temperature in comparison to PTF12dam and SN 2015bn, and it has an upper O I ejected mass limit
of ∼ 10 M. The host of SN 2010kd is a dwarf galaxy with a high star-formation rate (∼ 0.18 ± 0.04 M
yr−1) and extreme emission lines.
Keywords: supernovae: general supernovae: individual (SN 2010kd)
1. INTRODUCTION
Superluminous supernovae (SLSNe) are the most lumi-
nous SNe, having a mean absolute magnitude of ∼ −21.7
mag (Gal-Yam 2012; Quimby et al. 2013; Nicholl et al.
2016a; De Cia et al. 2018; Angus et al. 2019; Inserra 2019).
Corresponding author: Amit Kumar, S. B. Pandey
amit@aries.res.in, shashi@aries.res.in
SLSNe are very rare, comprising only ∼ 0.01% of the nor-
mal population of core-collapse SNe (CCSNe; Quimby et
al. 2013; McCrum et al. 2015; Prajs et al. 2017). The era
of SLSN studies started with the discovery of SN 2005ap
(Quimby et al. 2007) by the Robotic Optical Transient Search
Experiment (ROTSE; Akerlof et al. 2003). Later, new sky
surveys came into existence and began discovering SLSNe at
a rate of ∼ 3 per month; see, for example, the Palomar Tran-
sient Factory (PTF; Quimby et al. 2011), the Pan-STARRS1
(PS1; Chornock et al. 2013), and the Zwicky Transient Fa-
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cility (ZTF; Lunnan et al. 2018). Being highly luminous,
SLSNe can be used to reveal and understand the last evolu-
tionary phases of very massive stars and to probe the high-
redshift universe. The host galaxies of SLSNe are usually
faint dwarf galaxies having low metallicity, with extremely
strong emission lines suggesting enhanced star-forming ac-
tivity (Lunnan et al. 2014; Leloudas et al. 2015; Perley et al.
2016; Chen et al. 2017b; Schulze et al. 2018).
Like normal SNe, SLSNe are spectroscopically divided
into two categories: hydrogen-poor (SLSNe I) and hydrogen-
rich (SLSNe II; Gal-Yam 2012). SLSNe I are thought to be
a subtype of SNe Ic, because after a few weeks, they exhibit
spectral features similar to those of SNe Ic (Pastorello et al.
2010; Inserra et al. 2013). SLSNe I are broadly classified
into fast- and slow-decaying categories (Quimby et al. 2011,
2018; Inserra et al. 2017; Inserra 2019); however, they seem
to have a wider range of postpeak decay rates with no signif-
icant gap (Nicholl et al. 2015a; De Cia et al. 2018).
SLSNe are among one of the least understood SNe because
not only are their underlying progenitors unclear, but their ex-
tremely high peak luminosity is also unexplained using con-
ventional SN power-source models (Gal-Yam 2012). Various
studies have suggested different power sources for SLSNe I
(Moriya et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019). To explain the re-
quired high peak luminosity of SLSNe I with the primary
power source being the radioactive decay (RD) of 56Ni →
56Co → 56Fe, the synthesized 56Ni mass (MNi) should be
& 5M (Gal-Yam 2012); however, the synthesized MNi in
CCSNe cannot exceed ∼ 4M (Umeda & Nomoto 2008).
Moreover, late-time observations of SLSNe I suggest that
MNi . 1M for many SLSNe I (Pastorello et al. 2010; Chen
et al. 2013), inconsistent with the MNi estimated by the RD
model. Also, the median of the observed ejecta masses (Mej)
calculated using a sample of SLSNe I is ∼ 6M (Nicholl et
al. 2015a). This value is closer to (or sometimes even lower
than) the MNi obtained from the RD model, which makes
this model unphysical. The pair-instability SN (PISN) model
was also suggested as a power mechanism for some slow-
decaying SLSNe I (e.g., SN 2007bi; Gal-Yam et al. 2009),
but later it was found that the bluer color and the fast-rising
rate of slow-decaying SLSNe I contradict the PISN model
(Kasen et al. 2011; Dessart et al. 2012; Nicholl et al. 2013;
Jerkstrand et al. 2017).
Spin-down millisecond magnetars having magnetic fields
of a few ×1014 G are also considered as possible power
sources for many SLSNe I (Kasen et al. 2010; Woosley
2010; Inserra et al. 2013; Dessart et al. 2019). In addition,
a subset of SNe Ib/c and some gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)
may have magnetars as central power sources (Wheeler et al.
2000; Metzger et al. 2011). However, contrary to this, many
SLSNe I have prepeak bumps (e.g., LSQ14bdq; Nicholl et al.
2015b) and postpeak undulations (e.g., SN 2015bn; Nicholl
et al. 2015a) in their light-curves that cannot be explained
well using a spin-down magnetar (MAG) model.
The circumstellar matter interaction (CSMI) is also sug-
gested as a possible powering mechanism for many SLSNe I
(Chevalier et al. 2011). Recently, Wheeler et al. (2017) found
that SN 2017egm showed an irregular light-curve with a con-
vex rise to peak, which is inexplicable by either the MAG
or RD models. Both of these models demand a concave
downward rise and decline from the peak, so SN 2017egm
proved to be powered by the CSMI. Conversely, SLSNe I do
not show any signatures of CSM interaction in their spec-
tra, except for iPTF13ehe (Yan et al. 2015), iPTF15esb, and
iPTF16bad (Yan et al. 2017a). In many cases, light-curve fit-
ting of SLSNe I requires a combination of the above models;
we call these “HYBRID” models based on Chatzopoulos et
al. (2012). For example, the primary power source may be a
central engine, but a small amount of CSMI might also play
role (Chen et al. 2017a; Inserra et al. 2017).
In this paper, we present the analysis of the optical pho-
tometric and spectroscopic data of the nearby SN 2010kd.
For the photometric study, early-time ROTSE-IIIb discovery
data along with multiband Swift-UVOT data and other pub-
lished optical photometry taken from Roy (2012) in the John-
son UBV and Cousins RI filters are used. The spectral data
for SN 2010kd were obtained using the 9.2 m Hobby-Eberly
Telescope (HET-9.2m) and the Keck-I 10 m telescope (Keck-
10m).
Section 2 discusses the multiband light-curve analysis and
analytical fitting to the bolometric light-curve using MINIM.
The optical light-curve comparison of SN 2010kd with some
well-studied SLSNe I at comparable redshift is presented
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the spectroscopic study
of SN 2010kd along with the SYNAPPS spectral modeling
of the photospheric-phase spectra. In Section 5, we com-
pare spectra of the SN 2010kd with those of some slow-
and fast-decaying SLSNe I and several SNe Ic-BL. Section 6
presents a velocity comparison of various identified elements
of SN 2010kd with a set of well-studied SLSNe I at com-
parable redshift. In Section 7, we determine various physi-
cal parameters of line luminosities during the nebular-phase,
their ratios, and comparison with a set of SLSNe I. Con-
straints on the host-galaxy properties are discussed in Sec-
tion 8. We summarize results in Section 9. Throughout this
paper, the temporal phase is referred with respect to the B-
band maximum light and the magnitudes are expressed in
Vega. The phase before B-band maximum is considered to
be the hot photospheric-phase; after maximum, it is termed
as the cool photospheric-phase and after +90 days designated
as the nebular-phase (Gal-Yam 2019).
2. ROTSE-IIIB DISCOVERY AND PHOTOMETRY
On 2010 November 14 (UT dates are used throughout this
paper), SN 2010kd was discovered by the ROTSE-IIIb tele-
scope as part of the ROTSE Supernova Verification Project
(RSVP) at an apparent magnitude of ∼ 17.2 mag (Vinko et
al. 2010). SN 2010kd was discovered in a faint and metal-
poor dwarf galaxy at J2000 coordinates α = 12h08m01.s11
and δ = +49◦13′31.′′1.
The first optical spectrum of SN 2010kd was observed us-
ing the HET-9.2m on 2010 November 22, showing a narrow
Hα emission line from the host galaxy at redshift z ≈ 0.1.
There were no broad H or He features, but spectral modeling
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Figure 1. Multiband light-curves of SN 2010kd, including the ROTSE-IIIb discovery photometric data in the clear filter (magenta plus signs)
along with Swift-UVOT data (squares of different colors), are plotted. The Johnson B-band photometry (in black) was taken from Roy (2012).
The magenta arrows represent upper limits obtained by the ROTSE-IIIb at prediscovery and very late epochs. The B and R-band magnitudes
calculated from spectra of SN 2010kd using the sms (Inserra et al. 2018c) code are plotted with star symbols (lime and red, respectively).
Around peak brightness, the MB light-curve is fitted with a third-order spline function to get the MB,peak and the corresponding MJDB,peak.
The postpeak (from peak to +194 days) data points are fitted using a straight line (in red dashed) to estimate the postpeak decay rate. Vertical
dashed black lines represent epochs of spectral observations used in the present analysis. The bolometric light-curve calculated from ROTSE-
IIIb discovery photometry is plotted in orange cross signs, showing a peak at ∼ (2.67± 0.20)× 1044 erg s−1 (ROTSE-IIIb photometry data is
published electronically).
with the code SYNAPPS (Thomas et al. 2011) recognized an
enrichment of carbon and oxygen lines (Vinko et al. 2010,
2012). From follow-up photometry with ROTSE-IIIb, the
peak absolute magnitude of SN 2010kd in the clear filter was
constrained to be∼ −21.4 mag. The luminous peak absolute
magnitude and the presence of O II features at shorter wave-
lengths in the spectrum placed SN 2010kd in the category of
SLSNe I. Multiwavelength follow-up observations were trig-
gered with the Swift-UVOT and XRT. Swift-UVOT detected
SN 2010kd as a strong ultraviolet (UV) source. Even though
no significant X-ray emission was detected, stacked observa-
tions gave an upper limit of ∼ 0.8 × 1042 erg s−1 (see the
upper-left panel of Figure 2).
We constrained the explosion date to be MJDexpl ≈
55, 483.09 ± 0.90 by extrapolating the premaximum light-
curve down to the brightness level of the host galaxy
(mu = +21.54 ± 0.23 mag; see Section 8 for details) us-
ing a third-order spline function fit to the prepeak UV data.
This calculated MJDexpl is in good agreement with that esti-
mated by Chatzopoulos et al. (2013). Throughout the present
analysis, data of SN 2010kd were corrected for Galactic ex-
tinction, E(B − V ) = 0.02 mag, using dust maps published
by Schlegel et al. (1998); however, the host-galaxy extinc-
tion,E(B−V ) = 0.15 mag, was adopted from Schulze et al.
(2018). Throughout the paper, data have also been corrected
for cosmological expansion; see Equation 1.
2.1. Optical Light-curve Analysis of SN 2010kd
In Figure 1, Swift-UVOT photometry (UVW2, UVM2,
UVW1, u, b, and v filters), ROTSE-IIIb photometry in the
clear filter, and the B-band data taken from Roy (2012) are
presented. Owing to the good temporal coverage of Swift-
UVOT early-time data, the epoch of peak brightness could be
tightly constrained in various bands. In Figure 1, we can see
that the light-curve peak comes earlier in the UV bands and
at later epochs in redder bands, as is typical of CCSNe (Tad-
dia et al. 2018). We derived absolute magnitudes from the
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extinction-corrected apparent magnitudes using the formula
M = m− 5 log(dL1/10 pc) + 2.5 log(1 + z) (1)
(Hogg et al. 2002; Lunnan et al. 2016). To precisely derive
the B-band peak brightness, Swift-UVOT b-band data were
converted to Johnson B using the transformation equations
given by Poole et al. (2008). To constrain the late-time pho-
tometry (up to +194 days), the B- and R-band magnitudes
were calculated from the late-time spectra using the sms (In-
serra et al. 2018c) code. The derived values of synthetic spec-
tral magnitudes and those estimated from the imaging are in
good agreement (with a scatter . 0.15 mag). The B-band
maximum date (MJDB,peak = 55550.48) and the correspond-
ing peak absolute magnitude (MB,peak = −21.80 ± 0.02
mag) were calculated by fitting a third-order spline function
to the B-band absolute magnitude (MB) light-curve around
maximum brightness (−20 to +20 days; red dashed line).
The estimated value of theMB,peak of the SN 2010kd is con-
sistent with the mean peak absolute magnitudes of the sample
of SLSNe I published by Quimby et al. (2013), Nicholl et al.
(2016a), and Inserra et al. (2018a).
The postpeak light-curve (from peak to +194 days) can be
fitted well with a single straight line (in mag; thus, expo-
nential in flux) having a decay rate of ∼ 0.019 mag day−1,
which is shallower than the 56Ni → 56Co decay rate (0.11
mag day−1) but steeper than that predicted for the 56Co →
56Fe decay rate (0.0098 mag day−1). The MB light-curve
decayed by 1 mag from the peak value in ∼ 56 days, and the
time taken to decay to the half-flux from the peak-flux value
is ∼ 45 days. Compared with the PTF sample of SLSNe I
(De Cia et al. 2018), the postpeak decay rate of SN 2010kd
is shallower than the average (0.04 mag day−1) value of the
early-time decline (. +60 days) but steeper than the average
value (∼ 0.01 mag day−1) of the late-time decline (& +60
days).
2.2. Pseudobolometric light-curve Using ROTSE-IIIb
ROTSE-IIIb absolute magnitudes cover a temporal phase
of −35 to +105 days, showing a clear filter peak absolute
magnitude ∼ −21.4 mag; see Figure 1. To obtain a pseu-
dobolometric light-curve with ROTSE-IIIb unfiltered broad-
band photometry, we first perform a calibration using UBVRI
photometry from Roy (2012). Although there is no infrared
(IR) photometry of SN 2010kd, a second calibration to UB-
VRIJHK is performed by applying a correction from ROTSE-
IIIb photometry to UBVRIJHK for SN 2007gr (Bianco et al.
2014), another SN Ic with extensive data in the UV through
IR bands. For SN 2007gr, a linear interpolation is used to
incorporate the flux between the I and J, J and H, and H and
K filters. Although this is an approximation for the flux from
SN 2010kd over IR wavelengths, a pseudobolometric light-
curve is established from −22 to +105 days.
Owing to the fact that ROTSE-IIIb uses an open CCD with
broad transmission covering 3000–10,000 A˚, we first estab-
1 the luminosity distance
lish a calibration relation with UBVRI photometry. Com-
mon epochs are derived by interpolating UBVRI datasets to
ROTSE-IIIb data. To obtain the flux, we calibrate ROTSE-
IIIb magnitudes to R-band magnitudes, correct for the ex-
tinction using values of E(B − V ) = 0.17 mag, and use
the Johnson-Cousins photometric system as described by
Bessell (1990). Following the methodology of Dhungana
et al. (2016), a linear correlation is seen between the ratio of
LROTSE and LUBV RI to the (B − V ) color. This linear re-
lationship is then used to calibrate the LROTSE to LUBV RI ,
establishing a pseudobolometric light-curve with peak lumi-
nosity∼ (2.26±0.11)×1044 erg s−1. The root-mean-square
(RMS) of the residuals in fitting the (B − V ) dependence of
LROTSE/LUBV RI yields 8% precision.
The same process is performed for SN 2007gr using pub-
licly available UBV r′i′ data from the Fred L. Whipple Ob-
servatory (FLWO) on Mount Hopkins in Arizona (Bianco et
al. 2014), similarly establishing a calibration with 7% pre-
cision. To obtain the flux for this object, the Johnson sys-
tem is used for the UBV filters and the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) photometric system (Fukugita et al. 1996)
is used for the r′i′ filters. Integrated luminosity is calcu-
lated by adopting a distance of 10.6 Mpc (Chen et al. 2014).
Once ROTSE-IIIb is calibrated to UBVRI, a second calibra-
tion from ROTSE-IIIb to UBVRIJHK is performed by fitting
the ratio of LUBV RI and LUBV RIJHK to the (B−V ) color
and applying this to LROTSE. The FLWO sample also con-
tains JHK data, where the Two Micron All Sky Survey sys-
tem (Cohen et al. 2003) is used to obtain flux for these filters.
The RMS of the residuals for this calibration yields 6% pre-
cision. In order to incorporate unobserved flux between the
I and J, J and H, and H and K filters, a similar calibration
is performed, this time fitting the ratio of LUBV RIJHK to
the LUBV RIJHK including unobserved flux between filters
versus the (B − V ) color. To calculate this additional flux
at each epoch, a linear interpolation between the fluxes seen
in each filter is used. Finally, the resulting fit is applied to
LROTSE for SN 2010kd, increasing the peak luminosity to
∼ (2.67± 0.20)× 1044 erg s−1, as seen in Figure 1.
2.3. Bolometric light-curve and Model Fitting Using
Minim
Bolometric light-curve of the SN 2010kd was calculated
using a Python-based code Superbol (Nicholl 2018). To
get data near the peak brightness, we converted Swift-UVOT
u, b, and v magnitudes to Johnson U, B, and V magni-
tudes, respectively, using the transformation equations given
by Poole et al. (2008). The R and I light-curves are inter-
polated using third-order polynomial fits to a common set
of observed epochs with respect to observations in the B-
band. However, we assume a constant color to extrapolate
late-time UVW2, UVM2, UVW1, and U-band data. We fur-
ther extrapolate the blackbody (BB) spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) by integrating the observed UV-optical flux to
estimate the expected flux values in the near-infrared (NIR)
region. The data were also corrected for Galactic as well as
host extinction. The flux and wavelength of individual bands
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Figure 2. In the upper-left panel, we plot the bolometric light-curve of SN 2010kd, whereas the semianalytic light-curve models (RD, MAG,
HYBRID, HYBRIDW, and CSMI only) fitted to the bolometric light-curve of SN 2010kd using Minim (Chatzopoulos et al. 2013) are shown
in five different panels. The photometric data points of SN 2010kd are shown in blue whereas the five modeled light-curves are color coded
with the best-fit model (HYBRIDW/CSMI only) shown in red. The HYBRID, HYBRIDW, and CSMI only models are fitted with κ = 0.1 cm2
g−1. In the upper-left panel, the limiting XRT luminosity using stacked data (described in Appendix .1.3) is also shown with the black arrow.
Table 1. Best-fit Parameters for the RD Model.
MNi
a td
b Aγ
c Mej
d(for κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1) χ2/DOF
(M) (days) (M)
20.3± 0.16 20.3± 0.16 179.9± 7.73 4.26± 0.13 0.57
a MNi: radioactive 56Ni synthesized mass (in M). b td: effective diffusion timescale (in days). c Aγ : optical depth for the gamma-rays measured after
the 10 days of explosion. d Mej: ejecta mass (inM).
are shifted to the rest frame. The full bolometric light-curve
covers phases from −20 to +123 days and shows a peak lu-
minosity of ∼ (2.51 ± 0.10) × 1044 erg s−1 (see upper-left
panel of Figure 2). It is notable that the peak bolometric lumi-
nosity calculated using the method described in Section 2.2
from ROTSE-IIIb data and that derived with Superbol for
multiband data are in good agreement within the uncertain-
ties.
We used the code Minim (Chatzopoulos et al. 2013) to fit
various models to the bolometric light-curve of SN 2010kd.
Minim is a χ2-minimization code which utilizes Price al-
gorithm (Brachetti et al. 1997), a controlled random search
technique, briefly discussed by Chatzopoulos et al. (2013).
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Table 2. Best-fit Parameters for the MAG Model.
R0
a Ep
b td
c tp
d vexp
e Mej
c(for κ = 0.1 cm2 s−1) Pi f B g χ2/DOF
(1013 cm) (1051 erg) (days) (days) (103 km s−1) (M) (ms) (1014 G)
1.0± 1.25 3.37± 0.06 35.0± 0.88 46.85± 2.08 11.2± 0.98 5.71± 0.285 2.44±0.13 0.78± 0.005 0.95
a R0: progenitor radius (in 1013 cm). b Ep: magnetar rotational energy (in 1051 erg). c discussed above. d tp: magnetar spin-down timescale (in days).
e vexp: SN expansion velocity (in 103 km s−1 ). f Pi: initial period of the magnetar (in ms). g B: magnetic field of the magnetar (1014 G).
Table 3. Best-fit Parameters for the HYBRID Model.
Opacity (κ) Rp a Mej b Mcsm c M˙ d MNi b vexp b χ2/DOF
(cm2 g−1) (1013 cm) (M) (M) (M yr−1) (M) (103 km s−1)
0.10 30.42± 1.57 19.51± 0.22 29.56± 1.23 0.01± 0.001 2.05± 0.50 25.01± 0.06 0.76
a Rp: progenitor radius before the explosion (in 1013 cm). b discussed above. c Mcsm: CSM mass (in M).
d M˙ : progenitor mass-loss rate (inM yr−1).
Table 4. Best-fit Parameters for the HYBRIDW Model.
Opacity (κ) Rp a Mej a Mcsm a M˙ a MNi a vexp a χ2/DOF
(cm2 g−1) (1013 cm) (M) (M) (M yr−1) (M) (103 km s−1)
0.10 87.99± 7.91 15.33± 2.48 22.99± 0.99 0.64± 0.04 0.32± 0.26 24.99± 0.27 0.56
a Discussed above.
Table 5. Best-fit Parameters for the CSMI only Model.
Opacity (κ) Rp a Mej a Mcsm a M˙ a MNi a vexp a χ2/DOF
(cm2 g−1) (1013 cm) (M) (M) (M yr−1) (M) (103 km s−1)
0.10 79.89± 4.54 18.47± 0.65 22.68± 0.53 0.62± 0.02 0.0± 0.0 24.75± 0.11 0.55
a Discussed above.
Semianalytic light-curve models — RD, MAG, HYBRID
(constant density CSMI + RD), HYBRIDW (wind-like CSMI
+ RD), and HYBRIDW with CSMI contribution only (CSMI
only) models — were fitted to the bolometric light-curve of
SN 2010kd (see Figure 2). The electron-scattering opacity
(κ) may vary from ∼ 0.1 to 0.2 cm2 g−1 for half- and fully-
ionized materials, respectively (Nicholl et al. 2015a). We
choose κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1, considering that in the case of
H-poor SLSNe I species like oxygen, carbon, and iron are
roughly half ionized, as adopted by Inserra et al. (2013). So,
HYBRID, HYBRIDW, and CSMI only models are fitted with
κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1.
All of the calculated parameters for the RD, MAG, HY-
BRID, HYBRIDW, and CSMI only models are, respectively,
listed in Tables 1−5. Values of the Mej are calculated using
Equation 3 from Chatzopoulos et al. (2013), both for the RD
and the MAG models.
Statistically, all the models reproduced the bolometric
light-curve of SN 2010kd within the error bars, as can be
inferred from the respective values of χ2 per degree of free-
dom (DOF). But, the value of MNi given by the RD model
is higher than the estimated Mej value, which is unphysical;
this indicates that the RD of 56Ni cannot be considered as a
primary power source of SN 2010kd. In comparison to other
discussed models, the MAG model reproduced the bolomet-
ric light-curve of SN 2010kd with a higher value of χ2/DOF
(0.95). However, the parameters of SN 2010kd estimated by
the MAG model are in good agreement with the values sug-
gested for PTF12dam (Nicholl et al. 2013) and SN 2015bn
(Nicholl et al. 2016a); see Table 2.
The HYBRID and HYBRIDW models reproduced the
bolometric light-curve of SN 2010kd with χ2/DOF = 0.76
and 0.56, respectively. In the lower-right panel of Figure 2,
we also plot the HYBRIDW model with only a CSMI con-
tribution by setting MNi = 0.0 M (CSMI only model).
The CSMI only model has also been able to reproduce the
bolometric light-curve with the comparatively lower value of
χ2/DOF = 0.55, which might indicate that 56Ni heating does
not play a significant role in the HYBRIDW (CSMI+RD)
model.
With the lowest value of χ2/DOF (0.55), the CSMI only
model constrains the Mej ≈ 18.47 ± 0.65 M, Mcsm ≈
22.68± 0.53 M, and explosion ejecta velocity ∼ (24.75±
0.11) × 103 km s−1. The estimated Mej value for SN
2010kd is higher in comparison to the median of the ob-
served Mej (∼ 6M) calculated using a sample of SLSNe I
(Nicholl et al. 2015a) and a sample of SNe IIb, Ib, and Ic
(. 4.4 ± 1.3 M; Wheeler et al. 2015). The parameters for
SN 2010kd obtained using the best-fit CSMI only model are
given in Table 5. In summary, based on our model fitting,
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the CSMI or spin-down millisecond magnetar might be the
possible powering mechanism for SN 2010kd.
Along with the best-fit bolometric light-curve, the limiting
X-ray luminosity (. 0.8 × 1042 erg s−1) calculated using
the stacked images obtained from Swift-XRT is also plotted
(upper-left panel of Figure 2, black arrow); data reduction
is discussed in Appendix .1.3. SN 2010kd is not visible in
X-rays even near peak optical brightness, as seen in other
XRT-observed SLSNe I except for PTF12dam (which was
detected; Margutti et al. 2018).
3. PHOTOMETRIC COMPARISON OF SN 2010KD
WITH OTHER SLSNE I
For the present study, the following two broad criteria were
adopted to build the sample of SLSNe I listed in Table 6:
(1) The value of the redshift should be within ± 0.05 rela-
tive to the redshift of SN 2010kd.
(2) The object should have photometric data in at least four
bands (BVRI or griz).
For consistency, throughout this work the distances are cal-
culated using the cosmological parameters H0 = 67.8± 0.9
km s−1 Mpc−1 , Ωm = 0.308 ± 0.012, and Ωλ = 0.692
(Planck Collaboration XIII 2016). Except for Gaia16apd
(Kangas et al. 2017), the host-galaxy extinction values for
all the tabulated SLSNe I are taken from Schulze et al.
(2018), which were estimated using Spectral Energy Dis-
tribution (SED) modeling. The MB,peak and corresponding
MJDB,peak presented in Table 6 are calculated independently
for all the tabulated SLSNe I. SN 2007bi does not have B-
band magnitudes around the peak brightness, so MJDR,peak
is taken in place of MJDB,peak.
We can subdivide our sample of seven comparison
SLSNe I into fast-, slow-, and intermediate-decaying
SLSNe I based on postpeak decay rates. PTF10hgi, SN
2011ke (Inserra et al. 2013), and SSS120810:231802-
560926 (Nicholl et al. 2014) are designated as fast-decaying
SLSNe I, having postpeak decay rates close to that of 56Ni
→ 56Co. On the other hand, SN 2007bi (Gal-Yam et al.
2009), PTF12dam (Nicholl et al. 2013), and SN 2015bn
(Nicholl et al. 2016a) are slow-decaying SLSNe I, having a
postpeak decay rate close to that of 56Co→ 56Fe. Photomet-
rically, Gaia16apd resembles the an intermediate (between
slow- and fast-decaying) SLSN, while its late-time spectro-
scopic features are similar to those of PTF12dam (Kangas
et al. 2017). However, this division between fast and slow-
decaying SLSNe I is not broadly accepted for a larger sample
of SLSNe I (Nicholl et al. 2017; De Cia et al. 2018; Lunnan
et al. 2018).
3.1. B-band Light-curve Comparison of SN 2010kd with
Other SLSNe I
In this section, we compare the MB light-curve of SN
2010kd with the light-curves of seven SLSNe I given in Ta-
ble 6 (see Figure 3). The light-curves of all the plotted
SLSNe I are corrected for the Galactic as well as host ex-
tinction. For those events having data in SDSS filters (SN
2011ke, PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn), the g- and r-band
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Figure 3. The B-band absolute magnitudes of SN 2010kd (in black)
are compared with a subset of well-studied SLSNe I at compa-
rable redshift, as listed in Table 6. We also compare these light-
curves with the 56Ni→ 56Co and 56Co→ 56Fe theoretical decay
curves, shown with black dotted lines. The B-band light-curve of
SN 2010kd nearly traces the decay pattern shown by SN 2007bi,
PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn, representing slow-decaying SLSNe I.
data were transformed to the B-band using the transformation
equations given by Jordi et al. (2006). To trace the evolution,
theMB light-curves of all the plotted SLSNe I are fitted with
a high-order spline function, shown with solid lines of dif-
ferent colors. SN 2010kd seems to have an MB,peak value
close to that seen in the case of PTF12dam and Gaia16apd.
However, MB,peak value of the SN 2010kd seems lower than
those observed in case of SN 2015bn but larger than that ob-
served for PTF10hgi, SN 2011ke, and SSS120810:231802-
560926 (slow-decliners), as shown in the inset panel on the
left side of Figure 3. This illustrates that SN 2010kd is one
of the luminous SLSNe I.
Fast-decaying SLSNe I (PTF10hgi, SN 2011ke, and
SSS120810:231802-560926) have decay rates of ∼ 0.06
mag day−1, slow-decaying SLSNe I (SN 2007bi, PTF12dam,
and SN 2015bn) show decay rates of ∼ 0.02 mag day−1,
and Gaia16apd has a decay rate of ∼ 0.045 mag day−1.
SN 2010kd has a decay rate of ∼ 0.019 mag day−1, sim-
ilar to those estimated for slow-decaying SLSNe I, espe-
cially matching with the decay pattern shown by PTF12dam,
as shown in the inset panel on the right side of Figure 3.
SN 2010kd seems to have a slow rising rate similar to SN
2015bn. All fast-decaying SLSNe I in the present sample
exhibit a decay rate slightly shallower than 56Ni → 56Co;
however, all slow-decaying SLSNe I of the sample exhibit a
slightly steeper decay than that predicted for 56Co → 56Fe.
In summary, the B-band absolute magnitude light-curve evo-
lution of SN 2010kd is similar to that of slow-decaying
SLSNe I, and in particular closer to PTF12dam.
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Table 6. List of Well-studied SLSNe I at Comparable Redshift Used for the Photometric Comparison with SN 2010kd.
SLSN I R.A. (α) Decl. (δ) Redshift E(B − V ) E(B − V )a MJDB,peak MB,peak Source
(h:m:s) (◦ :′:′′) (z) (mag;Galactic) (mag;Host) (mag)
1 SN 2007bi 13:19:20.19 + 08:55:44.3 0.128 0.02 0.04 54159.47 −21.41± 0.09b Gal-Yam et al. (2009); Young et al. (2010)
2 PTF10hgi/SN 2010md 16:37:47.00 + 06:12:32.3 0.098 0.07 0.01 55367.43 −20.66± 0.04 Inserra et al. (2013); De Cia et al. (2018)
3 SN 2011ke/PTF11dij/PS1-11xk 13:50:57.77 + 26:16:42.8 0.143 0.01 0.00 55684.77 −21.04± 0.15 Inserra et al. (2013)
4 SSS120810:231802-560926 23:18:01.80 − 56:09:25.60 0.156 0.05 0.00 56158.30 −21.29± 0.06 Nicholl et al. (2014)
5 PTF12dam 14:24:46.20 + 46:13:48.3 0.107 0.01 0.02 56093.70 −21.68± 0.07 Nicholl et al. (2013); Chen et al. (2015)
6 SN 2015bn 11:33:41.57 + 00:43:32.2 0.114 0.02 0.30 57103.38 −23.21± 0.10 Nicholl et al. (2016a)
7 Gaia16apd/SN 2016eay 12:02:51.71 + 44:15:27.4 0.101 0.01 0.01 57549.59 −21.86± 0.05 Kangas et al. (2017); Nicholl et al. (2017)
aFor all the tabulated SLSNe I, the host galaxy extinction values are taken from Schulze et al. (2018) except for Gaia16apd (Kangas et al. 2017).
bMR,peak is taken in place ofMB,peak.
3.2. Color Evolution Comparison of SN 2010kd with Other
SLSNe I
Optical through NIR colors of SLSNe I are useful probes
for understanding the temperature evolution during the
photospheric-phase. The optical color evolution of SN
2010kd is plotted in Figure 4. From ∼ −20 to +15 days,
all plotted color curves of SN 2010kd do not show signifi-
cant change, indicating nearly constant temperatures around
the time of peak brightness. After ∼+15 days, these color
curves of SN 2010kd evolve redder, which can be associated
with a decrease in the photospheric temperature as the SN
dims during the postmaximum phases.
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Figure 4. The (U − B), (B − V ), (V − R), and (R − I) color
curves of SN 2010kd are plotted. The (B − V ), (V − R), and
(R − I) color curves show nearly similar behavior and turn redder
very slowly with respect to the (U − B) color curve. The negative
value of the (U −B) color shows that SN 2010kd is brighter in the
U-band in comparison to the B, V, R, and I bands.
Figure 5 illustrates the evolution of the observed (U − B)
and (B − V ) color curves of SN 2010kd in comparison to
SLSNe I listed in Table 6. Only the (U − B) and (B − V )
colors are compared because (V − R) and (R − I) seem
to evolve very similarly to (B − V ). Color curves of all
the plotted SLSNe I are corrected for the Galactic as well
host-galaxy extinction and to trace the evolution, the color
curves are fitted with a high-order spline function. For com-
parison, the SDSS (u − g) and (g − r) colors of PTF10hgi,
SN 2011ke, PTF12dam and SN 2015bn were transformed to
Johnson (U −B) and (B − V ) colors, using the transforma-
tion equations and uncertainties given by Jordi et al. (2006).
The (B − V ), (V − R), and (R − I) color curves appear
to have nearly similar evolution, starting from ∼ 0 (at −20
days) to∼ +0.4 mag (at +123 days), indicating slow cooling
and expansion of the SN envelope. In the same time regime,
the (U −B) color comparatively becomes redder (∼ −0.9 to
−0.2 mag) sharply. This could be explained partly by cooling
due to expansion and partly because of the enhancement of
metallic (mostly Fe II) features in the UV. Color curves of
SN 2010kd show that it is very blue at early epochs (from
+15 to ∼ +90 days) and undergoes faster cooling in the U-
band compared with other optical bands.
The (B − V ) color evolution of fast-decaying (PTF10hgi,
SN 2011ke, and SSS120810:231802-560926) SLSNe I
appears to become redder faster in comparison to slow-
decliners (SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn); see
the upper-panel of Figure 5. It is also clear that for slow-
decaying SLSNe I, the (B−V ) color becomes redder slowly
until ∼ 100 days after peak brightness, and at later epochs,
it becomes constant around ∼ 0.3 mag (except SN 2015bn,
which shows negative color values). In contrast, the (B−V )
colors of fast-decaying SLSNe I become redder continu-
ously up to ∼ 1.5 mag (at ∼ 100 days). The (B − V ) color
evolution of Gaia16apd appears similar to the fast-decaying
SLSNe I. SN 2010kd seems to have a similar (B − V ) color
curve to SN 2007bi and PTF12dam.
In the case of (U −B) color comparison, SN 2007bi does
not have data in U-band, so the remaining six SLSNe I are
chosen for comparison (see Figure 5, lower panel). Simi-
lar to (B − V ), the (U − B) color evolution of the fast-
decaying SLSNe I turns redder sharply in comparison to the
slow-decaying SLSNe I. The (U −B) color evolution of SN
2010kd seems similar to those seen in the case of Gaia16apd
and SN 2015bn.
4. SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF SN 2010KD
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Table 7. Log of the Spectroscopic Observations of SN 2010kd.
Date MJD Phasea Instrument Wavelength Resolution Exposure Time Airmass Telescope
(UT) (days) (A˚) (A˚) (s)
2010 Nov 22 55,522.510 − 28 LRS 4200–9004 4.51 900 1.24 HET-9.2m
2010 Nov 26 55,526.487 − 24 LRS 4200–10,200 4.51 1200 1.28 HET-9.2m
2010 Nov 27 55,527.476 − 23 LRS 4200–10,200 4.51 900 1.32 HET-9.2m
2010 Nov 28 55,528.513 − 22 LRS 4200–10,200 4.51 900 1.17 HET-9.2m
2011 Jan 4 55,565.392 + 15 LRS 4200–10,200 4.51 1200 1.24 HET-9.2m
2011 Jan 23 55,584.353 + 34 LRS 4200–10,200 4.51 1200 1.20 HET-9.2m
2011 Mar 26 55,646.284 + 96 LRIS 3038–10,233 1.07 700 1.30 Keck-10m
2011 May 13 55,694.270 + 144 LRS 4200–10,200 4.51 2200 1.24 HET-9.2m
2011 Jul 2 55,744.266 + 194 LRIS 3250–10,100 1.07 970 1.35 Keck-10m
aPhase is given in days since B-band maximum.
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Figure 5. Upper panel: the (B − V ) color curve of SN 2010kd
is compared with the SLSNe I listed in Table 6. The (B − V )
color evolution of SN 2010kd becomes redder slowly in compari-
son to the fast-decaying SLSNe I and appears to trace the path of
slow-decliners. Lower panel: the (U − B) color evolution of SN
2010kd is compared with the slow-decaying SLSNe I, fast-decaying
SLSNe I, and one intermediate SLSN, Gaia16apd.
As a part of the present analysis, spectra of SN 2010kd
were acquired using the Marcario Low-Resolution Spectro-
graph (LRS; Hill et al. 1998) on the HET-9.2m and the Low-
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on
the Keck-10m. A summary of the spectroscopic observations
is given in Table 7, with a coverage of−28 to +194 days. The
HET-9.2m spectra were observed near the parallactic angle to
minimize the effects of atmospheric dispersion. The Keck-
10m spectra were obtained with an atmospheric dispersion
corrector on LRIS, providing accurate relative spectropho-
tometry.
Data reduction was conducted with standard routines in
IRAF 2, including bias and flat-field corrections, wavelength
calibration, and flux calibration. At the HET-9.2 m, HgCd
and ArNe spectral lamps are used for wavelength determi-
nation, while a spectrum of a suitable spectrophotometric
standard star was taken on every night for performing the
relative-flux calibration. The Keck-10m spectra were re-
duced in a similar manner. In this section, the symbol A˚
is used for observed wavelengths and λ for rest-frame wave-
lengths.
It is clear from Figures 6 and 8 that the spectra of SN
2010kd could be considered in two parts. The first part con-
sists of photospheric-phase spectra from −28 to +34 days;
within this, four spectra belong to the hot photospheric-phase
(−28, −24, −23, and −22 days) and two spectra belong to
the cool photospheric-phase (+15 and +34 days). All spec-
tra in the photospheric-phase were observed using the HET-
9.2m. The second part covers three nebular-phase spectra ob-
served at +96, +144, and +194 days. The spectrum at +144
days was observed using the HET-9.2m and the other two
(+96 and +194 days) were observed with the Keck-10m.
4.1. Photospheric-phase Spectra and SYNAPPS Spectral
Matching
The photospheric-phase spectral evolution of SN 2010kd
is plotted in Figure 6. Throughout the photospheric-phase,
the spectra of SN 2010kd are dominated by the hot blue
continuum, having a BB temperature range of ∼ 20, 000−
10,000 K.
To explore possible identifications of the strong absorp-
tion lines, we modeled the first six spectra (−28, −24, −23,
−22, +15, and +34 days) of SN 2010kd using the SYNAPPS
code (Thomas et al. 2011), which is a revised and improved
version of SYNOW (Jeffery & Branch 1990). We have
modeled spectra in the photospheric-phase, because at this
2 http://iraf.noao.edu/
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Figure 6. The photospheric-phase spectral evolution of SN 2010kd (in black) along with the SYNAPPS (Thomas et al. 2011) spectral matching
(in red) is plotted. Data have been corrected for the Galactic extinction and redshift. All spectral features are marked by vertical arrows at the
observed-frame wavelengths of the elements, as given in their respective colors. The blue parts of the spectra are dense with O II absorption
lines. All six photospheric-phase spectra of SN 2010kd are well reproduced with the SYNAPPS code.
phase, the spectra have the most prominent features; more-
over, SYNAPPS only works in the photospheric-phase, not in
the nebular-phase.
In Figure 6, we plot the observed spectra (in black) with
the code-generated output synthetic spectra (in red). The or-
dinate plots λ2 × flux density (Fλ) to highlight the spectral
matching at longer wavelengths. In photospheric-phase spec-
tra at shorter wavelengths, many lines overlap, so their ob-
served widths do not adequately represent the ejecta velocity.
At longer wavelengths, on the other hand, line densities are
less severe, and individual lines can be identified clearly.
Photospheric-phase spectra of SN 2010kd mainly exhibit
C II, C IV, O I, O II, Na I D, Mg II, Si II, and Fe II lines that
are well reproduced by the code. No broad H or He lines are
detected at any stage. Spectra in the hot photospheric-phase
exhibit a strong C II λ6578.05 line at∼ 6350 A˚ which weak-
ens in the cool photospheric-phase. In the hot photospheric-
phase, the C IV λ5801.31 line is also observed at ∼ 5530 A˚,
with a consistent blueshifted absorption trough at a veloc-
ity around 14,000 km s−1; this line disappears in the cool
photospheric-phase.
It has been noticed that a large number of dense O II lines
is one of the strongest features in the visible-light spectra of
SLSNe I (Quimby et al. 2011, 2018). The W-shaped O II ab-
sorption lines are observed at ∼ 3980, 4200, and 4500 A˚, at
a velocity of around 12,000 km s−1; they are the dominant
features of most SLSNe I (Quimby et al. 2011). The O II
λ4357.97 line observed at ∼ 4200 A˚ seems to have contribu-
tions from C II and Fe III in the hot photospheric-phase spec-
tra. As temperature falls below ∼ 15, 000 K, the spectra fall
into the cool photospheric-phase; O II features weaken and
are overtaken by heavier elements such as Mg II and Fe II
(Mazzali et al. 2016; Bose et al. 2018).
Spectra at the redder end typically show a much weaker
feature of O I λ7774 at∼ 7500 A˚, but it may have some con-
tribution from Mg II λ7877. Na I D absorption is not present
in the spectra during the hot photospheric-phase but appear
substantially in the cool photospheric-phase. The Si II λ6355
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Figure 7. Single-ion contributions to match the spectra of SN
2010kd at −28 and +34 days using the SYNAPPS code are pre-
sented. In the spectrum at +34 days, the low- and high-velocity
components of the O II and Si II lines are also found.
line is strong in the spectrum at −28 days with a velocity
around 21,000 km s−1. Spectra at +15 and +34 days have
low- and high-velocity components of Si II and O II, possi-
bly indicating nuclear burning fronts in the outer layers of
the explosion (Hatano et al. 1999). Lines detected at lower
velocity (∼ 11, 500 km s−1) represent freshly synthesized
material whereas higher velocity (∼ 19, 000 km s−1) com-
ponents are likely to be primordial, as suggested by Hatano
et al. (1999).
In the hot photospheric-phase spectra, initially the Fe II
λ5169 lines are blended and dominated by the hot blue con-
tinuum, but as the spectrum evolves from the hot to the cool
photospheric-phase, the Fe II lines strengthen and are ob-
served at ∼ 4500–5200 A˚. The contributions of individual
ions to generate the spectra at −28 and +34 days are shown
in Figure 7.
4.2. Evolution of Nebular-phase Spectra
As SNe continue to expand and cool, their ejecta eventu-
ally become transparent, and they enter the nebular-phase.
The nebular-phase begins much later in SLSNe I (& +90
days) compared to normal SNe Ic, indicating that high den-
sities are sustained for a longer time period in the massive
ejecta of SLSNe I (Nicholl et al. 2015a). The nebular spectra
of SN 2010kd were taken at +96, +144, and +194 days (see
Figure 8); line identification is based on that done by Inserra
et al. (2017) and Jerkstrand et al. (2017).
Ions and spectral features seen in the nebular-phase spectra
of SN 2010kd are indicated with arrows of different colors
at their respective rest-frame wavelengths. Dominant O II
and C II absorption lines in the photospheric-phase spectra
are now weakened or have disappeared in the nebular-phase;
spectra are now dominated by O I and Ca II emission lines.
The region ∼ 5000–5800 A˚ shows a broad and blended
emission feature of [O I] λ5577 and [Fe II]. The region
∼ 5800–6500 A˚ shows a trio of emission lines, possibly con-
tributed by Na I D, Si II, and the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 doublet.
The O I λ7774 line has been observed at a velocity around
7000 km s−1; it is a recombination line that decays from the
lower state of an O I λ9263 transition. The nebular spectra of
SN 2010kd exhibit a broad component of [O III] lines which
Section 7.1 discusses in detail.
For SN 2010kd, the Mg I] line begins to appear feebly af-
ter ∼ +34 days and strongly in the later nebular-phases. The
nebular-phase spectra of SN 2010kd show evolving Ca II H
and K, [Ca II] λλ7291, 7323, and the Ca II λλ8498, 8542,
8662 NIR triplet. The strength of the Ca II, O I, and Na I D
absorption increases substantially in the nebular-phase spec-
tra of SN 2010kd.
4.3. Evolution of Spectral Lines of SN 2010kd
Evolution of spectral features of SLSNe I provides im-
portant clues to the interaction of CSM with the expanding
ejecta and other important properties like geometrical dis-
tribution and dust formation in the ejecta. To highlight the
evolution of individual lines, a section of spectra is plotted
in the velocity domain corresponding to the rest-frame wave-
length of various elements (see Figure 9). The evolution of
C II λ6578, C IV λ5801, O I λ7774, and O II λλ4115.17,
4357.97, 4650.71 is presented. As the spectrum evolves, the
minima of the absorption lines gradually move to lower ve-
locities (i.e., toward redder wavelengths).
C II and C IV lines are present only in the hot photospheric-
phase spectra; C II seems prominent relative to C IV and is
well fitted with a single Gaussian. The C II and C IV line
velocities estimated using the SYNAPPS spectral matching
(see Figure 13) and Gaussian fitting are in good agreement,
indicating that these lines are free from blending, not seen in
the case of many other lines.
As spectra evolve from the photospheric to the nebular-
phase, the O I λ7774 line evolves in FWHM intensity, depth,
and width; it also becomes stronger and sharper, similar to
those seen in the case of SN Ic (Pastorello et al. 2010). The
O I λ7774 line is well fitted with a single Gaussian, but
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Figure 8. The rest-frame spectral evolution of SN 2010kd in the nebular-phase (+96, +144, and +194 days) is plotted. Data have been
dereddened and shifted to the rest-frame wavelengths. All spectral features are marked by vertical arrows at their rest-frame wavelengths, as
represented by respective colors. In the spectrum at +194 days, the host-galaxy emission lines are marked with narrow black arrows. Nebular-
phase spectra of SN 2010kd are dominated by O I and Ca II lines.
the estimated parameters are not reliable because of possi-
ble Mg II λ7877 blending. The O II lines seem to shift red-
ward with phase, showing a decreasing velocity; however,
velocity estimates using single-Gaussian fitting are not re-
liable when considering blended features. It is best to use
SYNAPPS spectral matching for blended features.
4.4. Temperature and Radius Evolution of SN 2010kd
In this section, we discuss the evolution of the BB tem-
perature (in red) and radius (in blue) of SN 2010kd derived
from the photometric and spectroscopic data (see Figure 10).
We calculate the photospheric temperature and radius evolu-
tion by modeling the SED at possible epochs by fitting a BB
function using the code Superbol (Nicholl 2018). The
temperature and radius values estimated using the BB fit in-
dividually to the spectra are also shown. Overall, the tem-
perature and radius evolution calculated from two different
methods are in good agreement.
At premaximum phases (from ∼ −28 to −15 days), the
temperature of SN 2010kd decays sharply from ∼ 20, 000 to
17,000 K, whereas around the time of peak brightness (from
∼ −15 to +15 days) the temperature seems nearly constant.
After peak brightness, from ∼ +15 to +80 days, the temper-
ature decays from ∼ 15, 000 to 8000 K, and at later phases
(after ∼ +80 days), it decays shallower (∼ 5 K per day)
relative to the decay rate at early phases.
From∼ −28 to +50 days, the radius of SN 2010kd sharply
increases (from ∼ (1.8 to 4.0) × 1015 cm), whereas it de-
creases slowly (∼ 0.03×1015 cm per day) after∼ +80 days.
The photospheric temperature of SN 2010kd during the ear-
liest phases (> 12, 000 K) seems to be somewhat hotter than
that of PTF12dam and SN 2015bn (. 12, 000 K; Nicholl et
al. 2016a). The BB radius estimated for SN 2010kd is smaller
in comparison to SN 2015bn (from ∼ (8 to 12) × 1015 cm)
and decays comparatively shallower after +50 days (Nicholl
et al. 2016a).
5. SPECTRAL COMPARISON OF SN 2010KD WITH
OTHER H-DEFICIENT SNE
SLSNe I spectra near peak brightness exhibit differences
in several features among the two populations i.e., slow- and
fast-decaying (Nicholl et al. 2016a; Quimby et al. 2018).
Hence, in the next two sections, we compare the spectra
of SN 2010kd with the template spectra of slow- and fast-
decaying SLSNe I. To study the spectral diversity among
SNe Ic and SLSNe I, we compared the spectra of SN 2010kd
with a subset of well-studied broad-lined SNe Ic.
5.1. Comparison of SN 2010kd with Slow-decaying SLSNe I
In this section, observed spectra of SN 2010kd are com-
pared with three slow-decaying SLSNe I: SN 2007bi (Gal-
Yam et al. 2009, in green), PTF12dam (Nicholl et al. 2013,
in blue), and SN 2015bn (Nicholl et al. 2016a, in red); see
Figure 11. All of the plotted spectra have been shifted to their
respective rest-frame wavelengths. For a significant com-
parison, spectra of PTF12dam and SN 2015bn are chosen at
epochs close to those of the spectra of SN 2010kd. As shown
in Figure 11, the spectral evolution of SN 2010kd appears to
be an excellent match to those of SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and
SN 2015bn; however, there are also some petty differences.
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In the two upper panels of Figure 11, the photospheric
spectra of SN 2010kd at −28 and +34 days are compared
with PTF12dam and SN 2015bn. All of the colored ver-
tical lines are plotted at the observed wavelengths of var-
ious elements, associated with their respective colors. In
the photospheric-phase, the continuum temperature of SN
2010kd looks hotter than that of PTF12dam and SN 2015bn,
as discussed in Section 4.4. The spectra of SN 2010kd and
SN 2015bn are consistent for a longer time around maximum
light than PTF12dam. This may be because of their shal-
lower velocity decay rates in comparison to PTF12dam (see
Figure 13).
Both SN 2010kd and PTF12dam have a C II line around
the same velocity (Quimby et al. 2018), whereas SN 2015bn
only has a meager signature of this line (Nicholl et al. 2016a).
SN 2015bn shows C IV λ5801.31 weaker than SN 2010kd,
but Nicholl et al. (2016a) claimed it as an unidentified line
or a Si II line of very high velocity. In early-time spec-
tra, PTF12dam also exhibits a weak trough of this line at
∼ 5750 A˚, but Quimby et al. (2018) claimed this feature as
an unidentified line, or He λ5876. SN 2010kd, PTF12dam,
and SN 2015bn seem to have have similar O I λ7774 line
evolution, whereas the lack of O I could be a distinguish-
ing difference between the slow- and fast-decaying SLSNe I
(Quimby et al. 2018). The hot photospheric-phase spectra of
SN 2010kd and PTF12dam have stronger O II lines (Quimby
et al. 2018), whereas in SN 2015bn these lines are compara-
tively weaker even at −25 days (Nicholl et al. 2016a). How-
ever, in the case of SN 2010kd and SN 2015bn, the O II
λ4357.97 line is blended with Fe III λ4420, which is not
significant in the case of PTF12dam (Nicholl et al. 2016a).
The centers of absorption troughs show that the velocity of
the O II lines in SN 2015bn appear to be lower compared to
SN 2010kd and PTF12dam.
In the lower panel of Figure 11, three nebular spectra of SN
2010kd are compared with the nebular spectra of SN 2007bi,
PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn. The nebular-phase in SLSNe I
starts after ∼ +90 days, but we also included the +47 day
spectrum of SN 2007bi because it seems to have many sim-
ilar lines (except [O III] λ5007) as in the +96 day spectrum
of SN 2010kd.
For SN 2010kd, the blending of [O I] with [Fe II] lines
seems to increase with phase, as can also be seen in spectra of
SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn. SN 2010kd and SN
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Figure 10. Evolution of the BB temperature and radius of SN
2010kd as derived from the photometric data using Superbol is
plotted along with the temperature and the radius evolution calcu-
lated using the direct BB fit to the spectra. The temperature falls
from∼ 20, 000 to 8000 K from the hot photospheric to the nebular-
phase, whereas the photospheric radius continuously increases from
−28 to ∼ +50 days and decreases slowly at later epochs.
2015bn have stronger [O III] λλ4959, 5007 broad emission
lines in comparison to PTF12dam, whereas [O III] λ4363
is absent in the early-phase (at +47 days) spectrum of SN
2007bi.
In summary, high-cadence, early-time spectra exhibit a
small degree of diversity among these objects, but spectro-
scopic evolution of SN 2010kd overall confirms the similar-
ity of this object to SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn.
5.2. Comparison of SN 2010kd with Fast-decaying SLSNe I
In this section, we compare the same sequence of spectra of
SN 2010kd with three well-studied fast-decaying SLSNe I:
PTF10hgi (Inserra et al. 2013, in red), SN 2011ke (Inserra et
al. 2013, in blue), and SSS120810:231802-560926 (Nicholl
et al. 2014, in green). For a significant comparison in the
nebular-phase, we cover a range from +59 to +265 days. As
can be seen from the upper panel of Figure 12, SN 2010kd
maintained a strong blue continuum for a much longer time
relative to the fast-decaying SLSNe I, which exhibit a redder
continuum even at ∼ +36 days.
The fast-decaying SLSNe I seem to have smoother spec-
tra in comparison to SN 2010kd, indicating broader veloc-
ity distributions which blend and smooth out individual lines
(Quimby et al. 2018). SN 2010kd appears to have sharper
absorption lines and higher emission-line luminosities in the
nebular-phase with respect to the fast-declining SLSNe I.
Despite the above-mentioned differences, both classes of
SLSNe I exhibit nearly the same lines and in the same or-
der of strength, mainly calcium, Mg I], and [Fe II]. These
lines become prominent at early phases (from ∼ +36 days)
in the fast-decaying SLSNe I, but at later phases (∼ +96
days) in objects like SN 2010kd owing to their slower pho-
tometric evolution. Spectra of photometrically fast-decaying
SLSNe I seem to evolve faster in comparison to SN 2010kd.
The result is that the spectra of fast-decaying SLSNe I at
∼ +100 days seem to differ from spectra of slow-decaying
SLSN at ∼ +100 days and are better matched to the slow-
decliners at ∼ +200 days, as also suggested by Quimby et
al. (2018). Slower spectral evolution of slow-declining SN
2010kd might indicate higher ejecta mass and more slowly
decreasing velocities in comparison to the fast-declining
SLSNe I.
5.3. Comparison of SN 2010kd with Broad-lined Type Ic
SNe
In this section, we compare the nebular-phase spectra of
SN 2010kd (in black) with spectra of two well-studied Type
Ic-BL SNe: SN 1998bw (Sollerman et al. 2000, in green) and
SN 2002ap (Vinko et al. 2004, in red); see the lower panel of
Figure 12. SN 1998bw is a broad-lined event associated with
a long/soft GRB (SN Ic-BL + LGRB), whereas SN 2002ap
is a broad-lined SN Ic with no associated GRB (SN Ic-BL).
SN 2002ap seems to evolve much faster than SN 1998bw and
SN 2010kd. The spectrum of SN 2002ap at +32 days appears
similar to the spectrum of SN 1998bw at +72 days and that of
SN 2010kd at +194 days. The nebular-phase spectra of SN
2010kd seem to evolve slower in comparison to SN 1998bw
and SN 2002ap, as studied in the case of other slow-decaying
SLSNe I (Nicholl et al. 2016b; Jerkstrand et al. 2017).
SN 1998bw and SN 2002ap exhibit similar major spec-
tral features to SN 2010kd (except in the region ∼ 5700–
6500 A˚), but different behavior in terms of the shape and den-
sity of the line features. At phases ∼ +90 to +200 days, in
the range ∼ 5700–6500 A˚, the most important line for com-
parison is the [O I] doublet, generally the strongest feature in
nebular spectra of SNe Ic and not severely contaminated by
other lines. In this range, SN 2010kd shows the trio of Si II,
Na I D, and the [O I] doublet (shaded with gray color), which
can be seen in nebular-phase spectra of most SLSNe I (see
Figure 11). As suggested by Nicholl et al. (2016a), we can
take this trio as a real spectroscopic difference between spec-
tra of SLSNe I and SNe Ic. SN 2010kd reveals weak [O I]
λλ6300, 6364 in all three nebular spectra, but this line could
become very prominent at late phases (after ∼ 300 days) as
shown by Jerkstrand et al. (2017) for SN 2015bn. The broad
[O III] λ4363 and λλ4959, 5007 emission lines are strong in
SN 2010kd, whereas SN 1998bw and SN 2002ap do not have
any evidence of these lines.
The other significant difference is in the calcium and mag-
nesium spectral lines. SN 1998bw and SN 2002ap show
strong emission lines of Mg I], Ca II H and K, [Ca II], and
the Ca II NIR triplet compared to SN 2010kd (shaded with
pink and gold colors). SN 2002ap has the strongest Mg I]
line in comparison to SN 1998bw and SN 2010kd. Spectra
of SN 2002ap and SN 1998bw show a clear blending of the
[O II] λ7235 line with [Ca II] up to late phases, whereas this
blend is not clear in SN 2010kd.
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Figure 11. Spectra of SN 2010kd and three slow-decaying SLSNe I
at possible similar phases are compared. Spectra of SN 2007bi are
plotted in green, SN 2010kd in black, PTF12dam in blue, and SN
2015bn in red. The spectral evolution of SN 2010kd appears to
be an excellent match to those of SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and SN
2015bn in the photospheric as well as nebular-phases.
All three SNe have [Fe II] λ5250, but this line is again
strongest in SN 2002ap. [Fe II] is blended with [O I] λ5577
in the spectra of SN 2010kd, which is not significant in plot-
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Figure 12. Upper: spectral comparison of SN 2010kd with three
well-studied fast-decaying SLSNe I: PTF10hgi, SN 2011ke, and
SSS120810:231802-560926. This comparison shows that fast-
decaying SLSNe I spectroscopically evolve faster in comparison to
SN 2010kd. Lower: comparison of late-phase spectra of SN 2010kd
with two well-studied SNe Ic-BL: SN 1998bw and SN 2002ap. SN
2010kd and SNe Ic-BL seem to have many similar lines but with
different intensities.
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ted SNe Ic-BL. The O I λ7774 line is most prominent in SN
2010kd in comparison to SN 1998bw and SN 2002ap.
In summary, we can say that SN 2010kd evolves com-
paratively slower and seems to have many lines similar to
those of SNe Ic-BL but with different intensities. This indi-
cates towards a clear diversity in the nebular-phase spectra of
SLSNe I and SNe Ic-BL, an important key to understanding
the diverse underlying physical mechanisms in different type
of SNe Ic.
6. LINE-VELOCITIES COMPARISON OF SN 2010KD
WITH OTHER SLSNE I
In this section, we determined line velocities of SN 2010kd
using SYNAPPS spectral matching and compared them with
a set of well-studied SLSNe I at comparable redshift; see Fig-
ure 13. Line velocities of SN 2007bi (Young et al. 2010; Liu
et al. 2017), PTF10hgi (Liu et al. 2017), SN 2011ke (Inserra
et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2017), SSS120810:231802-560926 (Liu
et al. 2017), PTF12dam (Nicholl et al. 2016a; Quimby et al.
2018), and SN 2015bn (Nicholl et al. 2016a) are plotted for
comparison.
For SN 2010kd, the velocity evolution of the C II, C IV,
O I, O II, Na I D, Mg II, and Fe II lines are plotted. In
the photospheric-phase (from −28 to +34 days), all lines
show nearly constant velocity curves having a range of ∼
12, 500−11,000 km s−1, except C IV, which has the high-
est velocity around 14,000 km s−1. In the photospheric-
phase, the velocity of the O I λ7774 line remains almost
constant, which is commonly observed in other SLSNe I as
well (Nicholl et al. 2015a, 2016a); see Figure 13. The O I
line velocities at nebular-phases are calculated using single-
Gaussian fitting, because we cannot use SYNAPPS at such
late phases. The constant velocity evolution possibly indi-
cates stratification of line-forming shells within a homolo-
gous expansion. The C II, C IV, Na I D, Mg II, and Fe II lines
also show a shallow decline in velocity with time (∼ 200 km
s−1 every 10 days). In the case of SN 2010kd, the relation be-
tween the estimated velocity of the Fe II λ5169 line at∼ +10
days (. 12, 000 km s−1) and its decay rate between ∼ +10
and ∼ +30 days (∼ 30 km s−1 day−1) is in good agree-
ment with those observed in the case of other slow-decaying
SLSNe I (Inserra et al. 2018b).
The O II line velocity of SN 2010kd is nearly constant (∼
12, 000 km s−1) in comparison to PTF12dam, which has a
declining O II line velocity (from∼ 11, 000 to 7000 km s−1)
with a rate of ∼ 1200 km s−1 per 10 days. The O I line
velocity of SN 2010kd nearly traces the path estimated for
PTF12dam.
The evolution of the Fe II line velocity of SN 2010kd is
almost flatter in comparison to the fast-decaying SLSNe I
(PTF10hgi, SN 2011ke, and SSS120810:231802-560926),
which indicates that photometrically fast-decaying SLSNe I
have comparatively faster-declining Fe II line velocities (In-
serra et al. 2018b).
In summary, SN 2010kd has flatter velocity curves in com-
parison to SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and other fast-decaying
SLSNe I, but similar velocity evolution to that seen in the
case of SN 2015bn. The flat velocity curves of SN 2010kd
might indicate possible signature of a central engine acceler-
ating the inner ejecta as suggested by Nicholl et al. (2016a)
for SN 2015bn.
7. LINE LUMINOSITIES IN THE NEBULAR-PHASE
In this section, we present integrated luminosities of var-
ious emission lines in nebular spectra of SN 2010kd: [O I]
λ5577, [O I] λλ6300, 6364, O I λ7774, Mg I] λ4571, [Ca II]
λλ7291, 7323, and the Ca II NIR triplet (see Figure 14, in
black). First, the continuum was subtracted by a linear fit,
and the values of luminosities are estimated by direct nu-
merical integration only for the lines that are isolated and
do not have highly blended features, except [O I] λ5577. For
the [O I] λ5577 line, we fitted a double Gaussian, because
it is blended with [Fe II] λ5250, the same method adopted
by Nicholl et al. (2019). We also attempted subtracting the
contribution of the host-galaxy flux from the nebular-phase
spectra of SN 2010kd using the host spectrum published by
Leloudas et al. (2015) as described by Nicholl et al. (2019);
however, the host-galaxy continuum flux of SN 2010kd is
found to be negligible.
In the case of SN 2010kd, the luminosity of the strongest
lines is ∼ 1042 erg s−1 at +96 days, dropping to ∼ 4× 1040
erg s−1 at +194 days, consistent with the result of Nicholl
et al. (2019) for different SLSNe I. For SN 2010kd at early
epochs, Mg I] has the highest luminosity, followed by [Ca II],
the Ca II NIR triplet, and O I λ7774; the rest of the lines have
even lower luminosities.
We compare luminosities of various lines of SN 2010kd
with a set of well-studied SLSNe I (see Figure 14). All of
the published comparison data were taken from Nicholl et al.
(2019) and references therein; Nicholl et al. (2013, 2016a,b,
2017); Chen et al. (2015); Inserra et al. (2017); Jerkstrand
et al. (2017); Kangas et al. (2017); Quimby et al. (2018).
In the present study, for comparison we mainly discuss the
line-luminosity evolution of PTF12dam and SN 2015bn, be-
cause these SLSNe I have a significant number of spectro-
scopic data points and are also at comparable redshifts. Line-
luminosity values of these objects are fitted with straight
lines.
Throughout this section, the line-luminosity is in units of
1041 erg s−1, whereas the decay rate is in 1041 erg s−1 every
100 days. Line luminosities are compared at early phases
(∼ +96 days), because at later phases, the luminosity values
seem to converge. The [O I] λλ6300, 6364 line-luminosity is
lower for SN 2010kd (∼ 3.85) in comparison to PTF12dam
(∼ 7.20) and SN 2015bn (∼ 5.75), whereas the decay rate is
nearly the same for SN 2010kd and PTF12dam (∼ 2.80). The
O I λ7774 line-luminosity of PTF12dam is higher (∼ 1.10),
with a steeper decay rate (∼ 5.15) relative to SN 2010kd and
SN 2015bn. SN 2010kd shows higher line luminosities of the
[Ca II] and Mg I] lines, and steeper decay rates in comparison
with other SLSNe I. In the case of [O I] λ5577, PTF12dam
and SN 2015bn have almost constant decay rates (∼ 0.70) in
comparison to the decay rate (∼ 1.90) for SN 2010kd.
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In Figure 15, luminosity ratios of key diagnostic lines are
plotted. [O I] λ5577, O I λ7774, Mg I], [Ca II], and the
Ca II NIR triplet are normalized to the luminosity of the
[O I] λλ6300, 6364 doublet. The [Ca II] line-luminosity is
normalized also with the Ca II NIR triplet luminosity. Line-
luminosity ratios show that the luminosities of all presented
lines are∼ 1–3 times the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 luminosity, ex-
cept for [O I] λ5577/[O I] λλ6300, 6364. Luminosity ratios
at early phases (at +96 days) appear to have a larger range of
values but converge at later epochs (+194 days). Like other
slow-decaying SLSNe I, the [O I] doublet in SN 2010kd ap-
pears to have less luminosity in comparison to [Ca II] λ7300
and evolve much later, which indicate a central engine power
source heating the inner ejecta as suggested by Nicholl et al.
(2019).
We also compared the line-luminosity ratios of various
lines of SN 2010kd with other SLSNe I. SN 2010kd has ap-
proximately the same range of values as other SLSNe I for
L7774/L6300, 6364,L7300/L6300, 6364,LCa II NIR/L6300, 6364,
and L7300/LCa II NIR. In comparison to PTF12dam and
SN 2015bn, SN 2010kd has a high L5577/L6300, 6364 lu-
minosity ratio with a nearly similar decay rate, and high
L4571/L6300, 6364 with sharper decay rate.
We calculated some physical parameters of SN 2010kd
using these luminosity ratios, as done by Jerkstrand et al.
(2014) and Nicholl et al. (2019) for other SLSNe I. For SN
2010kd,L5577/L6300, 6364 is∼ 0.5–1.0, which is higher than
those of other SLSNe I: ∼ 0.1–0.2 (see Figure 15). We as-
sume that [O I] λ5577 and the [O I] doublet are from the
same zone, so their ratio will depend only on optical depth
and temperature. Thus, the ratio of these lines can indicate
the single-zone local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) tem-
perature, as discussed by Jerkstrand et al. (2017), Nicholl et
al. (2019). To calculate the temperature, we used Equation 2
from Jerkstrand et al. (2014) and assume βratio = 1.5. The
temperature estimated for various SLSNe I using nebular-
phase spectra after +200 days is . 5000 K (Jerkstrand et
al. 2014; Nicholl et al. 2019). But SN 2010kd has a very
high single-zone LTE temperature (∼ 6000 K), estimated us-
ing spectra at +96, +144, and +194 days (see Table 8). In
summary, SN 2010kd has a higher L5577/L6300, 6364 lumi-
nosity ratio as well as a high single-zone LTE temperature in
comparison to the other SLSNe I presented in this study.
In stripped-envelope SNe, the oxygen ejecta mass is ∼
70% of the total Mej (Maurer & Mazzali 2010). We can
estimate the O I ejected mass using the luminosity ratio
L6300/L6364 (Jerkstrand et al. 2014). Unfortunately, our
SN 2010kd spectra have low signal-to-noise ratio, so we
are unable to measure L6300/L6364. However, we can es-
timate the upper limit of the O I ejected mass by compar-
ing the luminosity of the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 blend. Jerk-
strand et al. (2017) explained that the spectra of SN 2007bi,
LSQ-14an, and SN 2015bn can be reproduced only by a
model having oxygen mass & 10 M. Nicholl et al. (2019)
compared the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 line-luminosity of many
SLSNe I (plotted in Figure 15) including SN 2007bi, LSQ-
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Figure 14. Integrated emission-line luminosities of SN 2010kd compared with a set of well-studied SLSNe I published in the literature. Line
luminosities of SN 2010kd (in black), PTF12dam (in blue), and SN 2015bn (in red) are fitted with straight lines (as shown with respective
colors) to make a rough estimate of line luminosities and line-luminosity decay rates. Most of the line luminosities of SN 2010kd seem to have
higher values at +96 days as well as higher luminosity decay rates than other SLSNe I. By comparing the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 line-luminosity
of SN 2010kd with that of other SLSNe I, we estimated an upper limit of O I ejected mass of ∼ 10M. Data sources: Nicholl et al. (2013,
2016a,b, 2017, 2019); Chen et al. (2015); Inserra et al. (2017); Jerkstrand et al. (2017); Kangas et al. (2017); Quimby et al. (2018).
Table 8. L5577/L6300, 6364 and LTE temperature.
Time L5577
L6300, 6364
LTE T
(days) (βratio = 1.5) (K)
+96 0.80 ± 0.10 6090 ± 190
+144 0.60 ± 0.25 5700 ± 440
+194 0.95 ± 0.30 6320 ± 520
a The line-luminosity ratio L5577/L6300, 6364 and the single-zone
LTE temperature corresponding to this ratio. For all of the
line-luminosity measurements, we choose βratio = 1.5 as estimated
by Jerkstrand et al. (2014).
14an, and SN 2015bn and gave an upper limit of O I ejected
mass ∼ 10 M. Similarly, we compared the [O I] λλ6300,
6364 line-luminosity of SN 2010kd with a set of well-studied
SLSNe I; see the upper-left panel of Figure 14. We can see
clearly that the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 line-luminosity of SN
2010kd is lower than that of SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, LSQ-
14an, and SN 2015bn, and higher than that of SN 2017egm.
So, for SN 2010kd, the upper limit of O I ejected mass is
∼ 10 M. This result is in good agreement with the total
Mej value calculated using the Minim fitting to the light-
curve of SN 2010kd (see Section 2.3).
7.1. Study of [O III] Lines in the Nebular-phase of SN
2010kd
The nebular spectra of SN 2010kd show broad emission
features around 4360–5000 A˚; we identify them as broad
components of the [O III] λ4363 and [O III] λλ4959, 5007
lines (see Figure 16) as noticed in case of PS1-14bj by Lun-
nan et al. (2016). We did not calculate their velocity because
of blending with host-galaxy emission lines. We measured
the flux ratio f4959, 5007/f4363 for three nebular spectra of
SN 2010kd, which could provide information about the elec-
tron density of the emitting region (Osterbrock & Ferland
2006).
Fluxes were calculated using a single-Gaussian fit to
[O III] λ4363 and a double Gaussian fit to [O III] λλ4959,
5007. We estimated the values of f4959, 5007/f4363 ≈ 1.6,
3.8, and 3.7 using the nebular-phase spectra at +96, +144,
and +194 days, respectively. For PS1-14bj, Lunnan et al.
(2016) reported this ratio to be . 3 and claimed that the
electron density in the [O III]-emitting region is close to
the critical density for these transitions (> 106 cm−3).
For slow-evolving LSQ14an, Inserra et al. (2017) claimed
f4959,5007/f4363 ≈ 1.8, nearly equal to the value for SN
2010kd at +96 days. Using the spectrum of SN 2010kd
at +96 days, we found a temperature T ≈ 8000 K, corre-
sponding to an electron density of ∼ 6.0× 107 cm−3 for the
medium. This electron density is estimated using the formula
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Figure 15. Line-luminosity ratios of SN 2010kd are compared with well-studied SLSNe I. [O I] λ5577, O I λ7774, Mg I], [Ca II], and the
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(∼ 6000 K).
from Osterbrock & Ferland (2006) or Equation 1 of Inserra
et al. (2017).
As shown in Figure 16, the peak of the [O III] λ4363 line
is blueshifted relative to the rest-frame wavelength. Simi-
larly, the [O III] λλ4959, 5007 lines have centroids that ap-
pear blueshifted in comparison to the rest-frame wavelength,
showing velocities of ∼ 3000 km s−1.
8. HOST GALAXY OF SN 2010KD
Photometric and spectral studies of SLSN host galaxies
provide enormous information about the nature of the en-
vironment and possible progenitors. On the basis of host-
galaxy studies, Neill et al. (2011) were the first to discuss that
SLSNe tend to occur in low-mass galaxies with high specific
star-formation rates (specific SFRs). Thereafter, Chen et al.
(2013) found the host of SN 2010gx to be one of the lowest
metallicity dwarf galaxies. On the basis of a systematic sam-
ple study of 30 SLSN hosts, Lunnan et al. (2014) showed that
the host galaxies of SLSNe I are dwarfs similar to GRB hosts,
with low luminosities. Later, many authors studied samples
of known hosts of SLSNe I and found that they have lower
metallicities and higher SFRs (Leloudas et al. 2015; Angus
2017; Perley et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017b; Schulze et al.
2018).
In the present study, the host galaxy of SN 2010kd ob-
served by Swift-UVOT in the u-band at an apparent mag-
nitude of 21.54 ± 0.23 (with a 4.7σ significance level; see
Table 11 in Appendix) is used to constrain the SFR. As dis-
Table 9. List of Host-galaxy Emission Lines of SN 2010kd.
Line Flux EW (lower limit)
(10−16 erg s−1 cm−2) (A˚)
Hα 5.67± 0.24 16.20± 0.71
Hβ 1.86± 0.27 3.9± 0.56
Hγ 1.02± 0.25 1.91± 0.47
Hδ 0.45± 0.25 0.85± 0.48
[N II] λ6584 0.06± 0.4 0.19± 1.28
[O II] λ3727 2.39± 0.45 4.54± 0.86
[O III]λ4363 0.17± 0.15 0.33± 0.28
[O III]λ4959 2.97± 0.26 5.48±0.48
[O III]λ5007 8.87± 0.36 17.78± 0.73
cussed by Lunnan et al. (2014) and Angus (2017), the SFR
of the host of SN 2010kd can be constrained using the rest-
frame UV flux with the formula
SFR = 1.4× 10−28 × Lu(erg s−1 Hz−1) (2)
(Kennicutt 1998). The derived value of the SFR of the host
of SN 2010kd is ∼ 0.18 ± 0.04 M yr−1, which is in good
agreement with the SFR calculated by Lunnan et al. (2014),
Leloudas et al. (2015), and Schulze et al. (2018) and also
within the range of SFRs estimated for other well-studied
SLSN hosts.
We also traced Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ, [N II] λ6584, [O II]
λλ3726, 3729, [O III] λ4363, and [O III] λλ4959, 5007 nar-
row host-galaxy emission lines in our nebular-phase spectra,
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Figure 16. The evolution of the broad [O III] emission line of SN
2010kd at +96, +144, and +194 days. Left: evolution of [O III]
λ4363; zero velocity is set at 4363 A˚. Right: evolution of [O III]
λλ4959, 5007; zero velocity is set at 4959 A˚. At +96 days, the
[O III] lines of SN 2010kd show f4959, 5007/f4363 ≈ 1.6; at T ≈
8000 K; this corresponds to an electron density of ∼ 6.0 × 107
cm−3.
particularly at +194 days (see Figure 8; narrow black arrows).
These lines are similar to those observed by Lunnan et al.
(2014) in late-time spectra of many SLSN hosts. In the case
of SLSN iPTF13ehe, broad Hα and Hβ emission lines over-
lapping with narrow ones have been explained in terms of
H-rich CSM at larger radii during late nebular-phases (Yan
et al. 2015, 2017b). The absence of broad Hα and Hβ emis-
sion lines in the nebular-phase spectra of SN 2010kd at +194
days excludes the possibility of late-time interaction of the
SN envelope with H-rich material.
Observed narrow emission lines from the host are con-
taminated by the SN contribution itself; thus, their fluxes
and lower limits of their equivalent widths (EWs) were es-
timated using a single-Gaussian fit (see Table 9). The mea-
sured flux values are generally higher than those of Lunnan
et al. (2014), perhaps owing to a larger slit width or worse
seeing. As discussed, in the present study we estimated the
lower limit of EW[O III] ∼ 17.85 A˚. However, Leloudas et
al. (2015) estimated the upper limit of EW[O III] ∼ 190
A˚, which placed the host galaxy of SN 2010kd in the cate-
gory of extreme emission-line galaxies. The derived ratios of
[O III]/Hβ and [N II]/Hα using the line fluxes (see Table 9)
indicate that the host galaxy of SN 2010kd could be a low-
luminosity, high-SFR dwarf galaxy having extreme emission
lines as concluded by Leloudas et al. (2015).
9. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We have presented a detailed study of the photometric and
the spectroscopic evolution of SN 2010kd, one of the clos-
est slow-decaying SLSNe I. Using ROTSE-IIIb discovery
data and other multiband data obtained using Swift-UVOT
and the literature, we constructed a densely sampled optical
light-curve. Spectroscopy is presented from −28 to +194
days, obtained using the HET-9.2 m and Keck-10 m tele-
scopes. The temporal and spectral evolution of SN 2010kd is
found similar to those of slow-decaying SLSNe I: SN 2007bi,
PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn. A summary of the other major
findings of our present analysis is as follows:
(1) The B-band light-curve of SN 2010kd has a peak lu-
minosity close to that of PTF12dam and Gaia16apd, but
higher in comparison to fast-decaying SLSNe I at compara-
ble redshifts. Its postpeak decay rate is similar to that of SN
2007bi, PTF12dam, and SN 2015bn (slow-decliners), and
shallower than those exhibited by PTF10hgi, SN 2011ke, and
SSS120810:231802-560926 (fast-decliners).
(2) The (U −B) color evolution of SN 2010kd shows that
at phases from ∼ +15 to +90 days, it is brighter in the U-
band and gets redder faster in the U than in the B, V, R, and I
bands. This may be because of the cooling due to expansion
or enhancement of the metallic lines in the UV or a combi-
nation of these two.
(3) Analytic light-curve model fitting to the bolometric
light-curve of SN 2010kd using the code Minim suggests
that CSMI/MAG may be possible powering sources for SN
2010kd.
(4) The SED of the SN 2010kd matches a hot BB in the op-
tical bands. In the photospheric-phase, the continuum tem-
perature of SN 2010kd looks somewhat hotter in compari-
son with PTF12dam and SN 2015bn. However, SN 2010kd
seems to have a smaller BB radius in comparison to SN
2015bn.
(5) During the photospheric-phase, the spectra of SN
2010kd are dominated by the O I, O II, C II, C IV, and
Si II lines; however, they are overcome by heavy metallic
lines in the cool photospheric-phase. Low- and high-velocity
components of O II and Si II lines in the postmaximum spec-
tra suggest possible nuclear burning fronts in the outer layers
of the ejecta.
(6) Early and late-time spectral comparisons of SN 2010kd
reveal that it is similar to SN 2007bi, PTF12dam, and SN
2015bn with minor discrepancies. At ∼ +96 days, SN
2010kd has spectra similar to those of fast-decaying SLSNe I
at ∼ +35 days, indicating a comparatively higher ejected
mass of SN 2010kd.
(7) A systematic comparison of the late-time spectra of SN
2010kd with those of broad-lined SNe Ic and those associated
with LGRBs reveals that they have similar lines with differ-
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ent intensities, possibly providing clues to the variations in
physical conditions among these events.
(8) SN 2010kd exhibit relatively flatter line-velocity
curves, similar to those of SN 2015bn, but at comparatively
higher values. The velocity of the Fe II λ5169 line at ∼ +10
days and its slow-decay rate up to ∼ +30 days placed SN
2010kd in the category of slow-decliners. The flatter line-
velocity curves of SN 2010kd indicates towards a central
engine power source.
(9) In the nebular-phase spectra of SN 2010kd, the Mg I]
emission line has the highest luminosity of ∼ 1042 erg s−1
at +96 days, dropping to ∼ 1040 erg s−1 at +194 days. All
of the emission lines show an overall decay in luminosity as
phase increases.
(10) In comparison to other SLSNe I, SN 2010kd shows a
higher luminosity ratio of [O I] λ5577 to [O I] λλ6300, 6364
emission lines, indicating a higher single-zone LTE temper-
ature of SN 2010kd (∼ 6000 K). However, the lower line-
luminosity of [O I] λλ6300, 6364 in comparison to [Ca II]
λ7300 indicates a central engine power source. Compari-
son of the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 line-luminosity with that of
other SLSNe I suggests an upper limit of O I ejected mass of
∼ 10 M for SN 2010kd.
(11) The nebular spectra of SN 2010kd show a broad com-
ponent of the [O III] λ4363 and λλ4959, 5007 lines that
suggests the electron density of the emitting medium to be
∼ 6.0×107 cm−3 . These features are comparatively weaker
in the spectra of PTF12dam.
(12) The SFR (∼ 0.18±0.04M yr−1) for the host galaxy
of SN 2010kd is constrained using the rest-frame UV flux.
The derived flux ratios of [O III]/Hβ and [N II]/Hα are in
agreement with previous findings, suggesting that the host of
SN 2010kd is a low-luminosity, high-SFR dwarf galaxy.
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APPENDIX
.1. Optical, Swift-UVOT, and Swift-XRT Data Reduction of SN 2010kd
.1.1. Optical data analysis
Reduction of ROTSE-IIIb data is discussed in Section 2.2. Published optical photometry in the Johnson UBV and Cousins RI
bands is taken from Roy (2012). The B- and R-band photometry also estimated from spectra using the code sms (Inserra et al.
2018c).
.1.2. Swift-UVOT data analysis
We analyzed all of the publicly available early-time (Target ID 00031890, 2010) and late-time (Target ID 00085565, 2014–
2016) observations of Swift-UVOT. As part of the present analysis, UVOT data were obtained from the online archive 3 and
3 http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/archive/
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analyzed using HEASOFT software v. 6.25 with the latest calibration database. We perform the reduction of the early-time
UVOT data using the standard uvotproduct pipeline. A source circular region of 5′′ and background region of 50′′ radius were
extracted for analysis. All of the estimated magnitudes in different filters are given in Tables 10 and 11.
UVOT again started following SN 2010kd during 2014–2016 in the u filter. In search of the host galaxy, all late-time sky images
(Target ID 00085565) were stacked after their alignment to perform photometry of the source using the uvotsource pipeline (if
visible after stacking or their upper limits). We summed the extensions within a sky image using uvotimsum. To sum the sky
images from different observations, we merged the images first, using fappend. We considered the background threshold equal
to three for calculating the magnitude of the source using uvotsource. A very faint extended object was detected, probably the
host galaxy of SN 2010kd. Table 11 shows the filter, start time tstart, and stop time tstop (relative to the trigger time), total
exposure time, magnitude, and significance of the source in u for the late-time observations. There is no correction for the
Galactic extinction of the magnitudes given in Tables 10 and 11.
.1.3. Swift-XRT Data Analysis
The Swift-XRT also observed the field of SN 2010kd. We analyzed all of the early-time XRT observation at the position of
SN 2010kd. For this purpose, XRT data were obtained from the online archive 4 and analyzed using HEASOFT software v. 6.25
with the latest calibration database. We cleaned all of the XRT data using xrtpipeline, which removes the effects of hot pixels and
Earth brightness. The ximage tool was used to detect the source, but no X-ray source was detected in individual images or in the
stacked image near the UVOT position.
We coadded all individual observations (Obs IDs) using the ximage software package (v. 4.5.1) to produce a sky image of SN
2010kd. We then used the sosta pipeline to determine the significance of the source’s count-rate upper limit in individual Obs IDs
as well as in the stacked image. These count rates were converted to an unabsorbed flux in Table 12 using the online pimms tool
(v. 4.9) using the appropriate column density for the host galaxy (Kalberla et al. 2005) and adopting a power-law spectral model
with photon index Γ = 2. We converted unabsorbed flux into the luminosity using luminosity-distance information. We found
that the unabsorbed flux and X-ray luminosity of each Obs Id are typically similar to those estimated by Levan et al. (2013) and
Margutti et al. (2018).
4 https://www.swift.ac.uk/xrt products/index.php
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Table 10. Swift-UVOT Photometry of SN 2010kd.
Filter MJD Magnitude Obs ID
u 55,530.19 16.46± 0.04 00031890001
u 55,530.93 16.31± 0.07 00031890002
u 55,546.31 16.11± 0.03 00031890003
u 55,549.06 16.14± 0.03 00031890004
u 55,552.39 16.22± 0.03 00031890005
u 55,555.82 16.29± 0.03 00031890006
b 55,530.19 17.47± 0.05 00031890001
b 55,546.31 17.13± 0.03 00031890003
b 55,549.06 17.15± 0.05 00031890004
b 55,552.39 17.14± 0.03 00031890005
b 55,555.82 17.20± 0.04 00031890006
v 55,530.18 17.21± 0.07 00031890001
v 55,530.91 17.11± 0.05 00031890002
v 55,546.30 17.01± 0.05 00031890003
v 55,549.05 17.07± 0.05 00031890004
v 55,552.39 16.97± 0.04 00031890005
v 55,555.81 17.01± 0.05 00031890006
uvw1 55,530.18 17.35± 0.07 00031890001
uvw1 55,530.92 16.97± 0.05 00031890002
uvw1 55,546.30 16.81± 0.04 00031890003
uvw1 55,549.06 16.90± 0.05 00031890004
uvw1 55,552.39 16.99± 0.04 00031890005
uvw1 55,555.82 17.11± 0.05 00031890006
uvw2 55,530.18 18.69± 0.15 00031890001
uvw2 55,530.91 18.30± 0.09 00031890002
uvw2 55,546.30 17.95± 0.07 00031890003
uvw2 55,549.05 17.96± 0.07 00031890004
uvw2 55,552.39 18.13± 0.07 00031890005
uvw2 55,555.81 18.22± 0.08 00031890006
uvm2 55,530.18 18.14± 0.14 00031890001
uvm2 55,530.92 17.65± 0.09 00031890002
uvm2 55,546.30 17.51± 0.07 00031890003
uvm2 55,549.05 17.47± 0.07 00031890004
uvm2 55,552.39 17.59± 0.07 00031890005
uvm2 55,555.81 17.70± 0.08 00031890006
Table 11. Host-galaxy Magnitudes from Stacked Late-time Swift-UVOT Images
Filter tstart(s) tstop(s) Exp. Magnitude Significance
MJD = 56,980.90 MJD = 57,561.00 (s) (mag)
u 4.381254199412E+08 4.882461009676E+08 16,792.18 21.54± 0.23 4.7σ
Table 12. Log of Swift-XRT Upper Limits on Unabsorbed Flux, 0.3–10 keV Band
UT Date MJD Obs ID
Exposure
(s)
Unabsorbed Flux (0.3–10 keV)
(10−14 erg s−1 cm−2)
LX
(1042 erg s−1)
2010 Nov 30 55530.13 00031890001 1785 < 23.96 < 5.2
2010 Nov 30 55530.91 00031890002 1788 < 32.73 < 8.6
2010 Dec 16 55546.29 00031890003 3181 < 13.49 < 3.5
2010 Dec 19 55549.04 00031890004 2811 < 14.88 < 3.9
2010 Dec 22 55552.38 00031890005 3476 < 12.17 < 3.2
2010 Dec 25 55555.81 00031890006 3428 < 12.13 < 3.2
Stacked Stacked Stacked 16,472 < 3.096 < 0.8
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A. SYNAPPS SPECTRAL MATCHING
The best-fit parameters obtained from SYNAPPS spectral matching to the photospheric-phase spectra of SN 2010kd (see
Figure 6) are listed in Table 13. These parameters are the line opacity τ , lower and upper cutoff velocities vmin and vmax
(respectively), e-folding length aux, and BB photospheric temperature T . It uses the aux parameter for deciding the form
of opacity and the Boltzmann excitation temperature for line-strength parameterization. The YAML 5 file consists of a few
more parameters known as coefficients of the quadratic warping function, which is multiplied by the synthetic spectrum after
proper computation. The limitations of this code are a sharp photosphere, BB assumption, and the approximation of no electron
scattering.
Table 13. Best-fit parameters obtained using SYNAPPS spectral matching.
Element logτ vmin vmax aux T
(103 km s−1) (103 km s−1) (103 K)
At −28 days
C II −1.25 12.0 41.14 12.0 15.32
C IV −0.54 14.5 20.44 6.97 18.43
O I 0.4 11.79 30.0 1.45 19.23
O II −0.28 12.44 29.92 0.42 17.11
Si II 0.23 21.99 40.85 5.5 6.01
Fe III −0.27 11.8 30.87 1.58 16.72
At −24 days
C II −1.02 11.94 41.53 4.99 14.31
C IV −0.61 14.02 22.37 6.33 25.0
O I 0.42 11.69 30.0 1.4 19.03
O II −0.5 12.24 29.93 0.42 17.08
Si II −0.66 13.26 44.91 10.0 11.86
Fe III −1.51 11.71 29.9 2.1 5.0
At −23 days
C II −1.18 11.85 40.59 5.69 13.48
C IV −0.58 14.07 24.12 6.17 25.0
O I 0.4 11.63 30.0 1.38 18.83
O II −1.36 12.14 29.93 0.42 19.44
Si II −0.75 13.48 40.31 10.0 10.56
Fe III −0.36 11.7 29.87 1.81 14.79
At −22 days
C II −1.31 11.89 34.58 10.0 14.26
C IV −0.73 13.89 21.25 10.0 22.99
O I 0.39 11.61 30.0 1.43 18.23
O II −0.53 12.01 29.93 0.42 16.66
Si II −0.29 22.75 38.46 9.44 7.08
Fe III −1.25 11.64 26.58 12.0 9.98
At +15 days
C II −1.43 11.35 49.42 3.29 11.03
O I 0.17 11.39 49.97 1.96 5.6
O II LV −0.47 12.02 49.93 3.15 11.1
O II HV −0.63 21.5 49.91 14.99 11.1
5 See http://www.yaml.org.
SN 2010KD, A SLOW-DECAYING SLSN I 25
Na I −0.64 11.35 49.89 5.47 19.88
Mg II −0.25 11.92 49.92 2.83 13.23
Si II LV −0.03 11.35 49.84 2.92 17.13
Si II HV −0.13 19.0 49.97 8.36 17.13
Fe II −0.67 11.94 49.37 5.64 8.22
At +34 days
C II −1.92 11.1 49.88 10.0 12.86
O I 0.17 11.05 49.93 1.98 5.83
O II LV −0.63 11.75 49.43 5.29 11.08
O II HV −0.64 19.52 49.95 15.0 11.08
Na I −0.37 11.05 49.9 2.8 5.21
Mg II −0.34 11.38 49.91 2.85 20.0
Si II LV −0.05 11.05 49.92 2.57 17.49
Si II HV −0.11 18.73 39.78 8.73 17.49
Fe II −0.64 11.36 42.75 9.81 10.35
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